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F R O M T H E P R I N C I PA L ' S D E S K
Dear Students and Parents,
I take this opportunity to congratulate you and your ward for completing another successful
year. I specially congratulate the students of Std. X & XII for their excellent board results. I
thank the parents, students and teachers for their support due to which the school is able to
achieve excellence in both curricular and co-curricular activities.
As we begin an eventful year, may I request the parents to maintain a healthy communication
with the school and especially the teachers.
We firmly believe that the contribution of parents and other family members prove to be
a major factor in the success of students. We request the parents to be involved in their
children’s education strategy planned by the school, talk to the child, help him/her with the
homework, encourage him/her to do their best, imbibe in the importance of school in his/her future, and create a nurturing and
supportive environment at home.
I request the parents to use the school app available both on Google Play store and Apple store. I am also happy to share that we created
an official Facebook page of DPS Varanasi to update you with the current proceedings of
the school. To view the page type the link below:
https://m.facebook.com/Delhi-Public-School-Varanasi
As I wind up, I once again wish the best for academic year 2016-17. I also congratulate the
Jr. Wing Coordinator Ms. Munmun Sengupta and her team for bringing out this newsletter.
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DANCE TO EXPRESS
NOT TO IMPRESS
Martha Graham’s words ‘Dance is

prize of Rs 1100 along with

the hidden language of the soul’

the winning trophy. His Chauu

were highly acclaimed in Avanti-

presentation to depict Ma-

ka School Solo Dance Competi-

hishasur Mardini glorified the

tion, based on Folk theme held on

entire competition. The view-

21st April,2016 in SOS Hermann

ers were spiritually elevated

Gemeiner

by his mesmerizing perfor-

School.

Enthusiastic

performers from different schools including Delhi Public School, Varanasi were highly appreciated and en-

mance.

couraged by the audience.Prarabdha Bajpayee of Class IX-F of our school was adjudged 1st and got a cash

LI FE IS FU N IF YOU PLAY GAMES
The final day of the Inter DPS Bas-

Uday Rathi of DPS Roorkee was

ketball Tournament was an event-

declared the best Player of The

ful venture for all the teams. It

Tournament. Addressing the as-

was a three day Tournament in

sembly, the Chief Guest focused

which 9 teams had participated

on the significance of sportsman

namely DPS Allahabad, DPS Ali-

spirit in an individual’s life. She

garh, DPS Bareilly, DPS Kashi, DPS

also emphasized on promotion of

Kalyanpur (Kanpur), DPS Harid-

games and sports at school and

war, DPS Eldeco (Lucknow), DPS

university level to inculcate the

Roorkee and DPS Varanasi. The

traits of sportsmanship among

entire school campus resonated

the students which would fur-

with the cheers of the spectators

ther help them to have a healthy

to applaud the enthusiastic play-

mindset and an ability to face the

ers of different teams.

post modern challenges and excel

The ceremony commenced with

in every walk of life. The Pause

the welcome of the Chief Guest

Dribble was a dance performance

Dr. Sushma Ghildyal, Professor and Head of Department Banaras Hindu University.

which was a treat to the eyes. The

She was honored with a bouquet and a memento by the Vice Principal of the school, Ms Ashoo Kalra.

day came to an end with a Vote

After the formal welcome by the cadets, a mellifluous song was presented by the choir of the host school

of thanks proposed by Ms Bharti

which enthralled every one. The most awaited part of the programme was the prize distribution ceremony.

Singh. The programme was well

The Chief Guest felicitated the champion team DPS Roorkee who defeated DPS Kalyanpur by 25 points.

anchored by Saransh Agrawal and
Tanay Singhania.

THE LUMINOUS STARS : Accolades to the Students of DPS VARANASI
The hard work and perseverance of the students of DPS Varanasi was

between 7 and 7.8 CGPA and 15.9% scored 7 CGPA.

exhibited when CBSE results were declared. It was a momentous occa-

It was a red letter day in the history of DPS Varanasi, as all the students

sion .The school had a long list of students who had scored 10 CGPA.

had passed with flying colors.

51 students secured 10 CGPA, whereas 60 students secured between

For the 11th consecutive year the students of DPS Varanasi had proved

9 and 9.8 CGPA and made the school proud.

their mettle .

Out of 227 students 22.5% scored 10 CGPA,26.4% scored between 9

The Directors Mr. Pankaj Rajgarhia and Mrs. Seema Rajgarhia gave

and 9.8% CGPA, 20.7% scored between 8 and 8.8% and 14.5% scored

their heartfelt wishes to the students.
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STUDENT SECURING 10 CGPA

Arjun Bajpai

Aniroodh Jajoo

Arundhati Kar

Apurvha Tripathi

Adarsh Gupta

Aditya Tripathi

Akshay Agarwal

Aman Soni

Ananya Bhartia

Animesh Agrawal

Anushka Maheshwari

Arushi Sankritayan

Amit Ojha

Ananya Dwivedi

Anoushka Dubey

Anushka Singh

Arpan Ghosh

Darshita Shukla

Devesh Raj

Devansh Kapoor

Darshan Chaurasia

Gaurangi Agrawal

Hiya Vithlani

Kaushiv Agrawal

Katyani

Krishna Jain

Kshitiz

Nehal Varshney

Om Singh

Priyanshi Jain

Parth Bhargava

Prithu Raj Singh

Priyangi Ranjan

Rajnandini Gupta

Raunak Chhaparwal

Sharique Shamim

Sheetal Singh

Shreya Dubey

Shubhendu Shekhar

Sakshi Rai

Sarthak Sinha

Shaifali Singh

Siddharth Shekhar
Singh

Swadha Singh

Samriddhi Singh

Tanishk Vijay

Uddeshya Goel

Utkrisht Sahai

Vedanshi Sharma

DPS Varanasi stands tall with its academic achievements and is sure
to move ahead in its accomplishments for years to come.
Navya Baranwal

Sage
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CLASS XII RESULTS
The hard work and perseverance of students of Delhi Public School

students 151 appeared in Science stream, 91 in Commerce and 5 in

Varanasi has once again proved great hallmark in the board results of

Humanities.

AISSCE 2015-16 which was declared on 21st May ,2016. Out of 247

SCIENCE TOPPERS

Tejesh Garvit

Utkarsh Chaurasia

Saubhi Shah

Priyansh Garg

Yasharth Singh

Tejesh Garvit from Science stream secured 96.2% and came out with

Shivam Kayal of Commerce stream topped with 96.2% . Anushka Tul-

flying colours. Utkarsh Chaurasia secured second rank securing 96%.

syan, Gauranshi Jain and Sneh Singh secured 95%. Akanksha Tulsiyan

Shubhi Shah, Priyansh Garg, and Yasharth Singh secured third place

stood at third position with 94.2%.

with 95.4%.

COMMERCE TOPPERS

Shivam Kayal

Anushka Tulsyan

Gauranshi Jai

Prerna Goyal scored 92.6% and stood at first position while

Sneh Singh

Akanksha Tulsiyan

Ishika Keshari stood at third position with 90.2% in Humanities stream.

Guntasha Sabharwal scored 92.2% and stood at second position.

HUMANITIES TOPPERS

Prerna Goyal

Guntasha Sabhrawal

Ishika Keshari

68 students secured 90% and above. 39 students secured their rank

and Business Studies. Nand Lal, Akansha Tulsiyan, and Sahil Anand

between 85-89%. 35 students acquired their position in between 84-

scored 98 in Economics. Guntasha Sabharwal scored 99 in Psycholo-

80%. 69 students stood in the category between 79-70%. 36 students

gy and 95 in Political Science. Prerna Goel scored 95 in History. Akan-

shared the category of 70%. Out of 247 students 181 passed with great

sha Tulsiyan scored 100 in Physical Education. Pranav Kumar, Anagha

credit of distinction marks that is really remarkable.

Kapoor, Simra Nisar, and Samriddhi Singh scored 100 in Applied Arts.

It is reliable to acknowledge the subject toppers in this examination

Shivam Agrawal secured 100 in Multimedia. Shreya Gupta and Tapsi

of noteworthy creditability. Arnavi Singh scored 99 in English. Vishal

Mishra scored 100 in Tabla. Apurva Singh scored 100 in Hawain Guitar.

Anand scored 97 in Maths and 99 IP. Tejesh Garvit and Priyansh Garg

Adarsh Agrawal scored 96 in Computer Science. Gauranshi Jain scored

scored 98 in Physics. Utkarsh Chaurasiya scored 99 in Chemistry. Sau-

98 in Vocal Music. Diksha Dev Singh scored 95 in Bharat Natayam.

rabh Singh scored 99 in Biology. Shivam Kayal scored 100 in Accounts

Shreya Agrahari scored 95 in Kathak.
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STUDENT SECURING 10 CGPA

Arnavi Singh
Eng-99

Vishal Anand
IP-9& Maths-97

Tejesh Garvit
Physics 98

Priyansh Garg
Physics 98

Utkarsh Chaurasia
Chemistry 99

Saurabh Singh
Biology-99

Shivam Kayal
Accounts & B.St-100

Akanksha Tulsiyan
Economics-98

Sahil Anand
Economics-98

Nand Lal
Economics-98

Guntasha Sabharwal
Psychology-98
Political Science-95

Akanksha Tulsiyan
Physical Education-100

Pranav Kumar
Applied Arts -100

Anagha Kapoor
Applied Arts -100

Simra Nisar
Applied Arts -100

Samridhhi Singh
Applied Arts -100

Shreya Gupta
Tabla-100

Tapsi Mishra
Tabla-100

Apurva Singh
Hawain Guitar-100

Adarsh Agrawal
Comp.Sc-96

Gauranshi Jain
Vocal Music-98

Deeksha Dev Singh
Bharat Natyam-95

Shreya Agrahari
Kathak-95

Shivam Agrawal
Multimedia-100

Prerna Goel
History-95

T

O U R TO SO UTH A FR I CA : 24t h M ay t o 3 r d J u n e 2 0 1 6

DPS Varanasi made a landmark in the history of the school as
16 students from VI-XII along with coach Mr. Seemant Singh
travelled to South Africa, Durban. It was a momentous occasion when the students won 3 matches out of 5 matches played
among five different clubs- Elambi Cricket, Omjinto, Christian

college and Welham cricket club. Shubh Khanna was declared the
Best Batsman, Satyaveer Singh – Man of the Series, Prince Kumar
Arya- Best Bowler, Aditya Teja- Best All Rounder, Darshan Chaurasia- Best Fielder & Ashutosh Singh- Best Disciplined player.

Sage
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JOY OF LIVING

WORKSHOP BY

DR.MAMTA SINGH

The daily dose of living positivity heals and soothes the aching and

lack of self confidence.

stressed mind. To cope up with the everyday challenges a workshop

She elaborated on the fact that our ‘Happiness resides within us

on ‘Joy of Living’ was organized on 24th June 2016. The resource per-

whereas we being ignorant, try to seek it outside.’

son was Dr. Mamta Singh, an eminent doctor and an active member

Dr. Mamta inspired that the day could begun by devoting the first

of 'The Brahmakumaris Organisation'. The Principal of the school, Mr.

twenty minutes to a positive thought – a simple tip of Holistic Healing

R.K.Pandey welcomed and presented a floral accord.

that can even cure Cancer. She further gave tips on meditation to the

The session started with the contemplation on ‘Positive Thinking’ and

teachers in order to enable them to convey to their students that our

our responses to different circumstances which we face in our day to

real nature is to be blissful, peaceful and happy.

day life.

Later, there was a round of interaction, where the teachers enquired

Dr. Mamta enlightened the

about ‘the proper ways to meditate’ and ‘how to control their trail of

group of teachers by making

thoughts which are a hindrance to effective meditation.

them aware of the various

The session culminated on a positive note that ‘All Positive Energy is

factors which block positive

directed eventually, to get connected with God, who is the Supreme

thinking like – attachment,

Being.’

criticism, intimidation and

A sessi o n w ith Ca r d i o lo g ist,
D r. Ajay Ku m a r Pa n d ey
It was a remarkable beginning of the first day

catastrophe related to heart occurs. His main focus was

of the school after the summer break when the

on how to live a healthy life. For that he showed slides

school invited in the campus, the famous cardi-

on causes of obesity amongst all ages. He gave impor-

ologist Mr. Ajay Kumar Pandey, M.B.B.S, M.D,

tant suggestions to the present generation especially

D.M from Heritage Hospital Varanasi to hold a

the students to abstain from uses of silent killers like

session on how to keep our heart healthy. The

tobacco, alcohol and fast food. Stress management was

informative session was specially conducted for

one of the important aspects among others on which

the teachers of the school that widened their

he emphasized upon. With his high order of knowledge

spectrum of knowledge regarding an essential

and skill about heart, he succeeded to persuade the au-

part of the human body, the heart. He generat-

dience to ask their queries related to the subject. In this

ed ample amount of awareness regarding how to

context he was able to satisfy each question posted to

keep the most active organ of the body i.e. the

him with his expertise. In the beginning of the session

heart fit and fine. Through PPT, he informed us

he was cordially welcomed and was presented a token

about how essential the sensible eating habits

of love and appreciation by the principal of the school,

and regular exercise and work out are. He also

Mr.R.K.Pandey.

contributed immensely by giving tips to use if any

Sage
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School ExcELLENcE AWARDS (2015-16)
Delhi Public School Varanasi was awarded the

The Chief Guest for the auspicious occasion was the

excellence awards 2015-16 by the famous ed-

minister for vocational education and skill develop-

ucational organization EDUACE SERVICES for

ment ,Professor Abhishek Mishra .The ice principal,

excellent digital technique and teacher devel-

Ms. Ashoo kalra received this award on behalf of the

opment program. The school secured first po-

school and gave all the credit to the teaching faculty of

sition in Uttar Pradesh for the same and second

the school. The school has once again proved its zeal,

position in the field of teacher development .

true spirit and the proficiency in the field of education.

I n vestitu r e Cer em o ny 201 6-17
The swearing in ceremony of the newly formed council
members for the session 2016-17 was held on 12th May
2016. This ceremony amplified the ritualistic attires of institutional credentials which involve students to develop
strong component to meet the need of existing system.
It was a special occasion where the school entrusted the
upcoming leaders. They received the responsibility with a
pledge to preserve the pride of the school.
The council members were introduced and were honoured by the sashes and the badges.The Head Boy Aviral
Mehrotra and the Head Girl, Ananya Agrawal, articulated
their feelings and expressed gratitude on this eventful
day withe the school members through a short speech
and were graced with the sash of Vice- Head boy and
Vice Head girl. The sashes of the house Captains and
Vice-House Captains were also presented to the deserving candidates.
Shrey Kumar Singh and Rishika Bansal were adorned by the sashes
of the Captain and Vice Captain of Courage house. Parth Singh Rajput and Mani Singh became the Captain & Vice- Captain of Wisdom
House. Rajki Gupta and Priyangi Ranjan were chosen the Captain and
Vice-Captain of Harmony house. Charu Pasricha and Darshita Shukla were graced with the sashes of Captain and Vice- Captain of the
Service House respectively. The portfolio of Sports Captain was given
to Sachidanand Singh and Purnima Singh and Vice Sport Captain to
Shubh Khanna and Anjum Jamal. The Cultural Heads were Pratik Jain
and Vasudha Dwivedi and Vice-Cultural Heads were Ayush Rungta and

Then came the somber and the most anticipated moment when
the young council members took the oath led by the Vice Principal, whereby they declared and vowed to abide by the creed of
their alma mater, and fulfill their duties according to their respective portfolios to the best of their abilities .The ceremony came to
the point of conclusion after national anthem including vote of
thanks given by Mihir Jain. The programme was successfully conducted by Sneha Rai and Ashay Gupta. It was day of exhilaration
and pride both for everyone .The newly appointed members were
applauded by all.

Anushika Dubey. Gyanendu Deo Singh and Srishti Singh were declared
as the Literary Heads and Vice Literary Heads were Akshay Agrawal
and Ishika Arvindani.

Sage
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Student Council 2016-17
S.NO

DESIGNATION

NAME

CLASS

01

Head Boy

Aviral Mehrotra

XII C

02

Head Girl

Ananya Agrawal

XII C

03

House Captain Courage

Shrey Kumar Singh

XII E

04

House Captain Harmony

Rajki Gupta

XII F

05

House Captain Service

Charu Pasricha

XII C

06

House Captain Wisdom

Parth Singh Rajput

XII E

07

Literary Head Boy

Gyanendu Deo Singh

XII E

08

Literary Head Girl

Srishti Singh

XII C

09

Cultural Head Boy

Pratik Jain

XII C

10

Cultural Head Girl

Vasudha Dwivedi

XII F

11

Sports Captain Boy

Sachidanand Singh

XII F

12
13

Sports Captain Girl
Vice Head Boy

Purnima Singh
Rishabh Keshari

XII F
XI E

14

Vice Head Girl

Ananya Bhartiya

XI A

15

16

17

18

Vice House Captain Courage

Rishika Bansal

XI A

Prefects

Stuti Wahi

XF

Dhwani

XB

Akshat Srivastava

XB

Ayush Chaturvedi

XB

Kaushiki Jaiswal

XG

Ananya

XG

Vice House Captain Harmony

Pryingi Ranjan

XI B

Prefects

Pratyanshu Pandey

XF

Avantee Bajaj
Kashish Changrani

XB
XB

Aparna Kaul

XB

Vanshika Vikram

XG

Vartka

XG

Vice House Captain Service

Darshita Shukla

XI B

Prefects

Asmita Atreay

XD

Vice House Captain Wisdom

Gurdeep Kaur

XA

Ambrika Agrawal

XB

Aditi Mishra

XF

Khushi Agrawal

XA

Ayushi chaudhari

XG

Manish Singh

XI B

Shambhavi Singh
Ritik Singh

XD
XA

Charulika Raman

XB

Swastik Ranjan

XF

Akshat Kaushik

XA

Ksushi Jhunjhunwala

XG

19

Vice Literary Head Boy

Akshya Agrawal

XI C

20
21

Vice Literary Head Girl

Ishika Arvindani

XI B

Vice Cultural Head Boy
Vice Cultural Head Girl

Ayush Rungta
Anushika Dubey

XI E
XI C

Vice Sports Captain Boy
Vice Sports Captain Girl

Shubha Khanna
Anjum Jamal

XI E
XI E

22
23
24
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Literature is the written record of human
soul in words of truth and beauty; and
it is the only document of human history
and civilization. ‘Literary Fest’ was celebrated for classes XI-XII on 18th May 2016
in school premises. The opening ceremony was graced by the Chief Guest of the
day Dr. Gyanendra Dhar Dubey, Associate
Prof. T.D. College, Jaunpur, the Principal
of the school, Coordinators ,teachers and
students. The celebration commenced

signing. The topic of debate

after the inaugural rite including light-

was, FREEDOM OF SPEECH-

ing of lamp by the dignitaries and shlo-

NOT AN UNFETTERED RIGHT

ka recitation. A dance performance by

in which speaking for the motion

the students of class XII enthralled the

Srishti Singh, Ananya Agrawal and

spectators. To inculcate and promote

Mahaksh Malhotra stood first, second

the habit of reading books among stu-

and third respectively. Speaking against

dents, an event Book Dissemination was

the motion Mihir Jain, Archit Deva and Ash-

conducted

ay Gupta bagged first, second and third posi-

in which Aditya Shukla of

XII D1 stood first followed by Kriti Shah

tion respectively. The programme was anchored

of XII C and Avni and Manogya Saraogi

by Akshat Singhal ,Astha Singh, Manas Srivastava,

at third place. The event was efficiently

Gyanendu Deo Singh. Enactment of the play Macbeth

anchored by Meishty Pande. The literary

was the central attraction of the day. It was a remarkable

fest also included various events such as

day which ended with a vote of thanks proposed by Vasudha

elocution, debate, essay writing, literary

Dwivedi, the Cultural Head. The school management congratu-

quiz, and poster making, cover page de-

lated the participants for their endeavour.

To think creatively, we must be able to look afresh at what we normally

Moreover, the competition upheld two essential goals POLYTHENE

take for granted. To inculcate this culture in students, Creation - Paper

FREE WORLD along with SAVE TREES which could easily be noticed

Bag Making Competition was held 8th April, 2016 for Classes VI-VIII.

through the vibrantly designed bags prepared by the students. How-

Students made beautiful and colorful bags by using recycled papers

ever, all the creativity and efforts of the students were immensely ap-

and newspapers.

preciated and the best ones were awarded with the certificates.

Sage
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“Start writing, no matter what. The water

sessions with the mentors,

does not flow until the faucet is turned

thinking of story ideas and

on.” Keeping this thought in mind twenty one students of Delhi Public

structuring them,” according to the

School Varanasi are soon going to be authors of professionally written

school’s Principal Mr. R K Pandey.

and published fiction.

During the mentoring programme, the writers

The school has collaborated with Delhi-based publishing house Quill

will get hands on knowledge of all the different elements that go into

Club Writers to bring this first ever opportunity to the students of

making of a book such as plot construction, writing styles, dialogue

Varanasi.

writing and building the climax, among other things.

“It’s a unique author mentoring programme developed by Quill Club

Finally, a book of 21 short stories will be ready in a few months of

Writers. They have already published 15 books with young authors of

hard work. Mr. Rajgarhia said the school would launch the book at a

renowned schools like Scindia Kanya Vidyalaya, Gwalior, Genesis Glob-

glorious function to felicitate the authors. He said the books would be

al School, Noida, and nearly a dozen Delhi Public Schools nationwide,”

available on various sites like flipkart, amazon, amazon kindle and at

said the Director of DPS Varanasi, Mr. Pankaj Rajgarhia.

select bookstores in Varanasi and across India.

“After a rigorous school-wide selection process that included writing

“This is a professional book writing programme and each of its ele-

tests and interviews, the selected writers have now begun intensive

ments is designed to bring out the best in the writers,” added Mr Rajgarhia.

NURTURE NATURE : 11th Saviours Environment Competition
Saviours, a group of dedicated ecologist, was established in the year

tained 50 multiple choice questions and part 2 contained a single

1999, in Meerut . It aspires to conserve the beauty of nature with

theoretical question.

measurable scientific and technical methods. It also focuses upon

Many students put a step forward for conservation of Mother Na-

enlightening the budding minds of children in order to
inculcate a green culture among them as well as in

The merit holder of Delhi Public School Varanasi, Master Aryan Raj
Singh of class XI secured 3rd rank among top 4 national winners and

the society.
11th Saviours Environment competition
was conducted successfully on 19th

was awarded a Saviours Wizard trophy along with a cash prize of Rs
2100/- .

November 2015 in which many

10 students of our school secured ranks under Top 100 students List

schools participated with

in National Winners category and were awarded certificates and a

great enthusiasm. 50

champion’s medal.

students from classes

Under school group category 5 students were

3-12 were divided into

awarded a certificate of merit and a

four groups.
• Group A- classes 3-5
• Group B-classes 6-8
• Group C- Classes 9th and 10th
•Group D- Classes 11th and 12th
The knowledge about flora and fauna was tested through a
question paper which was divided in two parts. Part 1 con-

Sage

ture through their incredible performance in the competition.

medal.
The Competition was helpful
in enhancing and adjudging
the knowledge of children
and sensitized them further on issues related to
flora and fauna.
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RAMANUJAN MEMORIAL
MATHEMATICS CONTEST
Once again the academic performance of the students of Delhi Public

Proving the worthiness of her Mathematical aptitude Anusha Singh

School Varanasi was in full swing. Mohit Kausik, Aman Tilak and Ak-

qualified second level of IMO. Aman Tilak of class of XIIth qualified

shat Singhal of class XIIth accelerated their excellence in Ramanujan

the second level of National Science Olympiad with venerable rank.

Memorial Mathematics Contest This contest is organized to promote
the competitive spirit of students for their academic excellence
in Mathematics and Science .

Sha pi n g th e Ea rth (Ta b le m at m a ki n g)
Table manners are an important skill which children should learn.

ferent activities like ear bud dabbing in giraffe, cot-

To make them aware of etiquettes , an activity of table mat making

ton dabbing in tiger, tear and paste in cow, onion

where children were explained the importance of table manners, was

printing in snail and made a tree using a marigold

conducted .They were also told about the ‘Earth day ‘ i.e. 22nd April.

flower and paper pasting. Lastly they were given

They were provided cutouts of various animals in which they did dif-

a picture of earth which they coloured happily.

EXPLORE THE SOLAR SYSTEM
The ‘Solar fun’ activity conducted on 1st

vided with pictures of planets which they coloured

April 2016 based on eight planets was de-

and made head gears. They also coloured the relat-

signed to instill the concept of solar

ed page in their book.

system in a fun way for the students

To give the students more insight, the planets &

of Prep as a major activity. The stu-

their orbits were painted and students donning self

dents were shown a video and a

made head gears, recited a rhyme on the Solar sys-

short explanation was given by the

tem.

teacher. Then students were pro-

Sage
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Dr. Anuradha Banerjee
• Retired from V.K.M. Dept. of English, BHU in 2014.

• Authored Drama, Poetry, Essay, Short stories.

• Published many research papers, in Hindi, English, Bengali.

• Translator of many books, 6 books to her credit.

• Attended conferences in various parts of India.

• Interested in theatre and directed many plays.

• Creative writing in 3 languages: Hindi, English, Bengali .

Water - the Diminishing Lifeline
A write up by Dr. Anuradha Banerjee
In our childhood we often heard our elders saying-“look at him! He

can we obtain it by spending money like ‘water’.

has spent his money like water! Now he has nothing to support him.”

The source of water is not our aqua guard or the purifiers but the

We thought at that time that money was something very precious; it

rivers and the fresh water bodies. Children you must have a sense of

should not be wasted like water. We also understood to some extent

responsibility to protect them- because they are fast drying up. The

that water was something insignificant and not so valuable compared

earth is facing a challenge of becoming a place where ‘water’ will be-

to money.

come a far cry. We cannot live in a desert forever. We need the down-

But what a wrong notion it was! In this world where water that sus-

pour of soft showers and the gushing rivers to protect us.

tains our lives is really more precious than the costliest metal-gold or

Now the proverb should be for us-“preserve money like water”- or

diamond or anything which can be bought by spending money like

“water is the greatest treasure which nothing can replace”. Therefore

water. Life giving water is a gift of nature and we cannot produce it nor

children be aware and save water not only for yourselves but for your
future.

SAVE WATER: EVERY DROP COUNTS
Water is the most precious gift to us so, to imagine life without water

generated water. Water is the habitat for many animals and plants.

is impossible. Awareness should be brought into the society for its

We should not misuse water and manage its use properly. Pollutants

conservation as to how we can save water and how much we should

should not be discharged in the water bodies because it disturbs the

use and most important “What would happen if there would be no

quality of water which indirectly affects our life.

water on earth?’’

Rain water harvesting is the best way of water. By saving water one

So we should save water.

can save many lives because without water, life is impossible.

We use water for cooking, bathing, drinking etc. Electricity is also

• AADHYA TARINI RAJPUT
IV-C

S AV E WAT E R S AV E E A R T H
Water is the lifeline of every living thing. Water is used for cooking,

we will not get we will die. So we should seriously start thinking of

drinking and watering of plants. But these days people are not saving

saving water. There are many things which we can do to save water

water they are wasting it. If we will not start saving water one day

like we should turn off the taps soon after use, we can also do rain

water will diminish from the world. Without water plants will die and

harvesting etc

without plants we will not get oxygen. Water is also used for agricul-

“Save Water Save Earth”

ture and if water will diminish we will not get food to eat and when

• ADYA JAIN
IV-C

LET'S SPLASH
01 What is water ?

03 What is juvenile and meteoric water?

According to scientists, water is a compound of hydrogen and

Water that has never been a part of the hydrosphere is called

oxygen. One molecule of water contains two atoms of hydro-

juvenile water and water which has recently been involved in

gen and one atom of oxygen. There is about 1.4 billion cubic

atmospheric circulation is called meteoric water.

kilometer of water on the earth which covers 71% of the earth’s
surface. About 97% of the water on the earth is in the oceans.

Sage
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02 What is the boiling and freezing temperature of water?
Water boils at 0oc or 32oF and boils at 100oc or 212of.

04

Which was the biggest accident oil spill that caused water
pollution?
The worst oil spill in the history was 2, 36,000 tons of oil from
two supertankers, Atlantic empress and Aegean Captain when
they collided off Tobago Island in West Indies on 19 July 1979.

WHERE'S MY WATER?
1
9
8 G
10

P

Across
02 _____ Sea has the saltiest water.
03 _____ Channel is between U.K. and France.

E

04 _____ Water has to be taken out by using hand
pumps wells, etc.
07 A water molecule contains two _____ atoms and

12
O

one oxygen atom.

11
E

09 _____ is the most sacred river in India.
10 _____ age was the time when the earth was covered with ice.
6

7

5

P

I

H

12 97% of the water is present in_____.

DOWN
01 _____Ocean is the largest of all.
05 Sri Lanka is situated in _____ Ocean.

2

the earth.

U

08 Aquatic animals like fish breathe through _____
11 71% of the _____ is covered with water.

1 Pacific

6 Polar
5 Indian

3 English

E

4 Underground

8 Gills

3

2 Dead

10 Ice

7 Hydrogen

4

06 The _____ ice caps contain most of the water on

D

9 Ganga

12 Oceans
11 Earth

ANSWERS

• ANSHAL ANAY
VI-F

WATER IS THE FIRST AND FOREMOST MEDICINE
75% of earth is covered with water. Water is very essential for all or-

millions of tons of oil in rivers and seas which makes the water unfit

ganisms living on earth. Water is used for various purposes like drink-

for drinking and other purposes. Illiterate people, especially in Bang-

ing, bathing, washing, experiments, in laboratory, swimming, etc. It’s

ladesh, don‘t even know the importance of water, so they consider it

also a home to many aquatic animals and plants and a source of food

less important and keep on polluting it. They also wash vegetables in

for some too. Water has many incredible creatures too like the whales,

dirty rivers, so it becomes harmful. Drinking polluted water can cause

shark, dolphin, cradles, jellyfish, squid, octopus, fish, etc.

many diseases like diarrohea, jaundice, etc.

The human beings, the most intelligent creatures of earth, are misus-

The only way to solve this problem is to stop polluting water and help-

ing their brains. They pollute water bodies like rivers, streams, seas,

ing government in missions like Ganga Action plan etc. so that there is

lakes, etc. Because of this many species of aquatic creatures are be-

enough water for the next generation.

coming extinct or being threatened. Not only this, but humans dump
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The Song of Water
I felt the soft splash of the pebbles,

My sparkling waters from me he took,

And I looked up from my bed of clay:

Who knew he held such force?

It was the laughter which came first, in trebles,

I felt things different in me,

Then I saw Children of Man laugh and play.

I saw Man’s face change.

I felt a new sensation,

I was dirtied-I could not flee,

As Man sailed his first boat.

Affection to fear, wasn’t it strange?

Oh, I clapped and danced in celebration,

I’m meant to be the element of Life,

As you sought new islands afloat.

I always went with the flow.

I watched proudly as you caught your first fish-

I never pondered, I didn’t know strife,

I gently nudged you on.

I went whenever and wherever I could go.

I saw you and your net swish,

I knew a time,

But then the moment was gone.

Fair and fine,

Man progressed fast as I watched in awe,

When rhythm was not just rhyme-

I was, by far, your greatest fan.

It never was Man’s- I called it mine.

In fascination, I overlooked each flaw,

I cry out now,

As Man went ahead with his dreadful plan.

Have mercy! Have pity!

Again I felt something new,

Smoothen your brow,

As Man built the dam.

I beg you, human, have humanity!

And now, for the first time, apprehension I knew,

Time is ripe,

As I realized that Man was no sham.

I beg you, my friend,

My very foundation shook,

Help me my tears wipe.

As Man changed my course.

Let me not, at least not yet, meet such a tearful end.

• ADITI MISHRA
X-F

ty% ,d de gks jgh ftanxh
fn;k gS thou nku eSaus
cuh eSa thoksa dk vk/kkj]
vks<+kbZ gjh pqufj;k /kjrh dks
vkSj cuh l`f"V dk irokjA
Vi & Vi bBykrh cy[kkrh
eSa
es?kksa ls cjlrh gw¡ ]
ifjx`fgr fd;k eq>s tuuh lk
lks [ksr rqEgkjs lhaprh gw¡A
ij vkt&
NksM+s gSa [kqys uy rqeus

iznwf"kr fd;k ufn;ksa dks]
jkSanh esjh izfr"Bk
D;k dgw¡ ,sls vKkfu;ksa dksA
?kV jgh gw¡ eSa
vfLrRo ds var ij gw¡]
gk¡] esjh vYirk ds dkj.k
cuh eSa iki dk LFky gw¡A
vc Hkh oDr gS fiz; lTtuksa
cpk yks esjk fueZy ty]
Kku ] lekt vkSj nkSyr ls
uk ikvksxs eq>dks dyA

WATER WATER EVERYWHERE TRY TO
SAVE IT IF YOU CARE
Its our nature, full of beauty
Now to save it, is our duty
Water being a lifeline to flowers
If the rainfall stops, it can lead to scars.
When the flowers smell
On the flower, the beautiful butterflies dwell.
When the dry field calls
Always for them; the rain falls
When the sound of water splash
We catch the beauty of nature, in a flash.
Water being a lifeline to nature
It’s our duty, to save the creature.
After all,
Its our nature, full of beauty
Now to save it, is our duty

• o"kkZ 'kekZ
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CREATING WATER AWARENESS
It is sarcastically said, "water water everywhere not a single drop to

polluted. Industries like leather, iron and steel, fertilizers and other

drink". India is a vast country with different geographical conditions as

chemical based industries are the main threat to the water bodies.

well as different dominion. It has a wide variety of rivers and lake flow-

The waste produced in these factories are directly dumped into the

ing and rejuvenating all around the country. These large water bodies

water bodies, without any treatment and adds to the water pollution.

are the main source of livelihood. Without these life on earth can’t be

Small efforts can make a drastic change, is a motto which should be

imagined. Water helps us to cultivate and irrigate fields. Water also

taught to every individual from the childhood. So let’s join our hands

protects marine life. But sadly this essential asset is disappearing day

to conserve water. Strict laws and rules are also required and public

by day. The advancement in science and technology and increasing

awareness on water is a must.

industrialization has caused this precious life giving commodity to be

Gem of
DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL VARANASI

YASHARTH SINGH, A student of Delhi Public School, Varanasi has

sistant Teacher

brought glory to the school by securing 575 marks ( holding II Position
) in UPSEE, B.Tech Entrance Examination 2016 in the district. He is a

in a Primary School. Yasharth has passed Intermediate with 95.4 %

resident of Ashok Nagar, Pandeypur, is a son of Mr. Abhishek Singh,

marks this year from D.P.S Varanasi. For this achievement Yasharth

a General Manager in a private company and Mrs. Renu Singh, an As-

has given credit to his grandfather for motivating and inspiring him.
He said his primary goal is to study for himself, not to show others
which can only bring success in life. He is fond of photography and
reading books based on Lord Shiva.
On this auspicious occasion, the Director of the institution Mr. Pankaj Rajgarhia and Mrs. Seema Rajgarhia, Prinicipal Mr. R.K. Pandey,
Vice – Principal Mrs. Ashoo Kalra, Senior-wing Coordinator Mrs.
Mukti Pandey along with all the teachers have congratulated him
and wished him for his bright future.
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Repetition of History: Noteworthy Achievement in JEE Main Examination-2016
Brilliance is not begotten but born within. Diligent students of Delhi

gratulated the students for their remarkable accomplishment. School

Public School Varanasi composed amazing story of success while qual-

management and teaching faculties appreciated Abhinav Anand (AIR-

ifying in JEE Mains 2016. It is a matter of immense praise for school

2415), Tejesh Garvit (AIR- 4013) , Yasharth Singh (AIR- 4479), Shyam

that 13 students passed with creditable rank in this reputed exam. Ab-

Jalan (AIR 4816), Vishal Anaand (5198) , Ishika Singh (AIR 6729), Vish-

hinav Anand scored a rank of 2415. At this notable success Directors

was Singh (AIR 12394), Mayank Singh (AIR 12737), Sachin Shandilya

of school Mr. Pankaj Rajgarhia and Ms. Seema Rajgarhia expressed

(AIR 16101), Abhishek Bhatt (AIR 16146) Shivam Agrawal (AIR 17567),

their immense pleasure and wished for their bright future. The school

Pawan Kumar (AIR 18592) , Yash Keserwani (AIR-21600) on their ter-

Principal Mr. R. K. Pandey and Vice Principal Ms. Ashoo Kalra con-

rific performance.

Abhinav Anand

Tejesh Garvit

Yasharth Singh

Shyam Jalan

Vishal Anand

Ishika Singh

Mayank Singh

Sachin Sandilya

Abhishek Bhatt

Shivam Agrawal

Pawan Kumar

Yash Keserwani

Vishwas Singh

INHALE THE FUTURE, EXHALE THE PAST
Yoga is the journey of the self, through the self and to the self. When

Dr. Singh started with the Pranayama which controls the inhale and

you own your breath, nobody can steal your peace. Keeping the im-

exhale of the respiratory system. It calms down the agitated mind. He

portance and need of yoga in mind, a session on yoga was organised

suggested to concentrate on breathing for meditation with chanting

for the teachers and staff on 25th June 2016 in the school premises.

of AUM followed by rubbing the palms as it provides positive energy

It was conducted by Dr. Ram Wyas Singh who has been training the

to the body. In his address he focused on anulom vilom, kapal bhati,

people for a long time. In the beginning Dr. Ram briefly narrated the

bhastika vyam, agnisaar etc.

relevance of Yoga in relation to spiritualism and philosophy. He said

In demonstration the resource person displayed several asanas like

that Yoga is not a work-out, it is a work-in. Yoga is a type of exercise

dhanurasana, suryabhedi, chandrabhedi, shitalipranayama, tadasa-

that contributes to health and works as a stress reducer. This type of

na, rotak asana, Gomukhasana, Garudasana etc. The projection of

exercise is mainly recommended to people with a very active and de-

different bodily postures was quite praise worthy. He also asked the

manding life as it integrates mind, body and soul. Then after he suc-

teachers to practice surya namaskaram by demonstrating it .Lastly he

cinctly explained about pranayama, asana and meditation.

demonstrated Savasana. The session proved very fruitful to everyone.
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